IF YOU OBSERVE INDIVIDUALS OR A GROUP OF INDIVIDUALS

Within the same age range under the control of another person
Not In control of their travel documents
Seemingly scared and silent
With Inconsistent stories
Unsure of their mission

REPORT TO AIRPORT SECURITY

CALL NAPTIP, 07030000203 OR 080 CALL NAPTIP (08002255627847)

THIS PROJECT IS FUNDED BY US INL

#EndHumanTrafficking
IF YOU OBSERVE INDIVIDUALS OR A GROUP OF INDIVIDUALS

REPORT TO AIRPORT SECURITY

Within the same age range under the control of another person
Not in control of their travel documents
Seemingly scared and silent
With inconsistent stories
Unsure of their mission

CALL NAPITIP
07030000203 OR 080 CALL NAPITIP (08002255627847)
HUMAN TRAFFICKERS ARE CRIMINALS

EXPOSE THEM

#EndHumanTrafficking

- Young persons travelling in a group, usually led by someone older who might have some role in the trafficking chain
- Very similar stories given by different persons travelling in a group
- Nervousness on the part of the passenger(s)
- An unsure story of who to meet at the destination
- Travel documents not in their possession

Report to the nearest crew member
REPORT HUMAN TRAFFICKING CASES TO NAPTIP, CALL 07030000203 OR 080 CALL NAPTIP (08002255627847)

#EndHumanTrafficking

HUMAN BEINGS ARE NOT FOR SALE

STRENGTHEN THE CAPACITIES OF STATE AND NON-STATE INSTITUTIONS TO ASSIST, SUPPORT AND PROTECT VICTIMS OF TRAFFICKING (VOT) IN NIGERIA

Say No to human trafficking

Name: ____________________________
Subject: __________________________
School: __________________________

THIS PROJECT IS FUNDED BY US INL
REPORT HUMAN TRAFFICKING CASES TO NAPTIP, CALL 07030000203 OR 080 CALL NAPTIP (08002255627847)

#EndHumanTrafficking

I CAN’T BE BOUGHT
I am PRICELESS

STRENGTHEN THE CAPACITIES OF STATE AND NON-STATE INSTITUTIONS TO ASSIST, SUPPORT AND PROTECT VICTIMS OF TRAFFICKING (VOT) IN NIGERIA

Say No to human trafficking

Name:..................................................................................
Subject:..................................................................................
School:..................................................................................

THIS PROJECT IS FUNDED BY US INL
REPORT HUMAN TRAFFICKING CASES TO NAPITIP, CALL 07030000203 OR 080 CALL NAPITIP (08002255627847) FOR FREE

KNOW THE SIGNS OF CHILD TRAFFICKING

- Appearing malnourished
- Frequent absences from school
- Physical Injuries and abuse
- Avoiding eye contact

#EndHumanTrafficking

Project: Strengthen the capacities of state and non-state institutions to assist, support and protect Victims of Trafficking (VoT) in Nigeria

THIS PROJECT IS FUNDED BY US DIL
Kai!
My people go dey think say I dey enjoy for Europe now. See as dem don use ashawo work finish my life.

My plain,
I sure say Blessing don hammer. You set go go Europe go hustle like em.

Report Human Trafficking Cases To NAPTIP.
Call 07030000203 or 080 Call NAPTIP (08002255627847)

LIFE IS NOT ALWAYS GREENER ON THE OTHER SIDE

Project: Strengthen the capacities of state and non-state institutions to assist, support and protect Victims of Trafficking (VoT) in Nigeria

This project is funded by US INL
If you Observe Individuals

- Within the same age range under the control of another person.
- Not in control of their travel documents.
- Seemingly scared and silent.
- With different stories
- Unsure of their mission.

#EndHumanTrafficking

CALL NAPTIP FOR FREE!

07030000203 OR 080 CALL NAPTIP (08002255627847)

Project: Strengthen the capacities of state and non-state institutions to assist, support and protect Victims of Trafficking (VoT) in Nigeria
REPORT HUMAN TRAFFICKING CASES TO NAPTIP, CALL 07030000203 OR 080 CALL NAPTIP (08002255627847) FOR FREE

BEWARE!

- People with big promises of jobs and money could be human traffickers.

- Promises of a good life abroad could lead to sex slavery and forced labour.

- Desert Travel could lead to your death.

- "Dont Tell Anyone" is a sign of Danger.

#EndHumanTrafficking

PROJECT 7: STRENGTHEN THE CAPACITIES OF STATE AND NON STATE INSTITUTIONS TO ASSIST, SUPPORT AND PROTECT VICTIMS OF TRAFFICKING (VOT) IN NIGERIA

THIS PROJECT IS FUNDED BY US INL.
HUMAN TRAFFICKERS ARE CRIMINALS

EXPOSE THEM

Report Human Trafficking Cases To NAPTIP, Call: 07030000203 or 080 Call NAPTIP (08002255627847)

Strengthen the capacities of state and non-state institutions to assist, support and protect Victims of Trafficking (VoT) in Nigeria

This project is funded by US INL